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Abstract—The training of neural network (NN) is usually timeconsuming and resource intensive. The emerging metal-oxide
resistive random-access memory (RRAM) device has shown the
potential in the computation of NN. RRAM crossbar structure
and multi-bit characteristic can perform the matrix-vector product in high energy efficiency, which is the most common operation
of NN. However, there exist two challenges on realizing training
NN based on RRAM. Firstly, the current architectures based on
RRAM only support the inference in training NN, and cannot
perform the backpropagation (BP) and the weight update of
training NN. Secondly, training NN requires enormous iterations
to constantly update the weights for reaching the convergence.
However, the weight update leads to large energy consumption
because of the non-ideal factors of RRAM. In this work, we propose an architecture, TIME, which means Training-In-MEmory
based on RRAM, and the peripheral circuit design to enable
training NN on RRAM. TIME supports the BP and the weight
update while maximizing the reuse of peripheral circuits of the
inference operation on RRAM. Meanwhile, a set of optimization
strategies focusing on the non-ideal factors are designed to reduce
the cost of tuning RRAM. We explore the performance of both
supervised learning (SL) and deep reinforcement learning (DRL)
on TIME. A specific mapping method of DRL is also introduced
to further improve the energy efficiency. Simulation results show
that, in SL, TIME can achieve 5.3x higher energy efficiency
on average compared with DaDianNao, an application-specific
integrated circuits (ASIC) in CMOS technology [1]. In DRL,
TIME can perform 126x on average higher than GPU in energy
efficiency. If the cost of tuning RRAM can be further reduced,
TIME has the potential to boost the energy efficiency by two
orders of magnitudes compared with ASIC.
Index Terms—RRAM, neural network, training neural network, deep reinforcement learning
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TABLE I: Neural network parameters and training iterations
Network Name
VGG16 [7]
ResNet-50 [6]
ResNet-152 [6]

Parameter number
138M
25.6M
60.2M

Training Iterations
3.7 × 105 [7]
6 × 104 [6]
1.2 × 105 [6]

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recently, neural network (NN) and deep learning constantly
make breakthroughs in many fields [2]. Supervised learning
(SL) and deep reinforcement learning (DRL) based on NN
have been shown to be the powerful tools for classification [3]
and learning policy [4]. They even outperform human experts
in some fields, such as the classification of objects in ImageNet
[5] [6] and playing Atari game [2].
Data movements between the processing units (PUs) and the
memory have been the most critical performance bottlenecks
in various computing systems [8]. For example, the data transfer between CPUs and off-chip memory consumes two orders
of magnitudes more energy than a floating-point operation
[9]. State-of-the-art NN requires a large memory capacity to
store the weights and intermediate data between layers. The
number of parameters in VGG16 is more than 138M [10].
To address this challenge, some application-specific integrated
circuits (ASIC) have adopted large on-chip memory to store
the synaptic weights. For example, DaDianNao [1] places
large on-chip eDRAMs, which is 36M B in single node and
it consists of sixteen 2M B eDRAMs and one 4M B central
eDRAM, for both high bandwidth and data locality. However,
the size of a single node is not enough for the size of models
in TABLE I.
The emerging metal-oxide resistive random-access memory
(RRAM) device provides promising alternative solutions to
boost the performance [11] [12]. RRAM devices can achieve
a large number of signal connections within a small footprint
by its high integration density [13]. More importantly, RRAM
devices can be used to build a crossbar structure (shown in
Fig. 1 (c)) to perform the matrix-vector product. Recent works
have demonstrated the potential of RRAM to realize the NN
operations with 100x to 1000x energy efficiency improvement
comparing with CPU or GPU solutions [8], [11], [14], [15].
However, the current RRAM-based architectures, such as
PRIME [8], ISAAC [16], cannot support training NN efficiently. As Fig. 1 (a) shows, training NN contains three phases:
inference, backpropagation (BP) and weight update. These
three phases are operated many iterations until NN become
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converged [17]. In addition, the basic operations of inference,
which is supported on PRIME and ISAAC, are different from
those of BP, weight update for both SL and DRL (shown
in Fig. 1 (b)(c)). Thus, the architecture that supports training
NN is also different from the architecture that only supports
inference.
Another challenge lies in the huge energy required for
tuning RRAM accurately during training NN. There are two
reasons of high tuning energy. The first reason is that enormous
training iterations are required and the weights are updated frequently. Thus, there exists a large number of tuning operations,
which changes the resistance of RRAM cell into the target
resistance. According to TABLE I, all the models have more
than 1M parameters and training the models needs at least
104 iterations to reach convergence in GPU. Thus, all of these
parameters need to be updated for 104 times at least. Besides,
tuning RRAM is costly in weight update phase of training
NN because of the non-ideal factors. The non-ideal factors
in Fig. 1 (d) include: (1) complex transformation between
tuning voltage and the change of conductance of RRAM, (2)
asymmetry between SET operation and RESET operation, (3)
resistance saturation, (4) variability when tuning RRAM, (5)
endurance of RRAM, and (6) Footprint mismatch between
RRAM and CMOS-based peripheral circuits. These factors
increase the number of tuning RRAM in the weight update
phase so that enlarge the energy consumption of training NN.
In this paper, we propose an architecture, TIME, to implement training NN on RRAM. Besides, For all kinds of the nonideal factors of RRAM, we propose corresponding methods
and hardware implementations to reduce the cost caused by
them.
1) We propose TIME (Training-In-MEmory), with modifications of peripheral circuits in PRIME, to further
support the basic operations in backpropagation and the
weight update. Simulation results show that, in supervised learning, TIME can improve energy efficiency
19.6x on average and speed 1.3x on average in CNN
in supervised learning compared with DaDianNao, an
ASIC solution based on CMOS [1]. For the MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP) in supervised learning, TIME
can improve energy efficiency by 6.74x on average and
speed 1.5x on average compared with DaDianNao.
2) A lookup table policy is proposed to reduce the cost
caused by the complex transformation between tuning
voltage pulse and the change of conductance of RRAM.
The results show that the policy can improve energy
efficiency 3.79x at most.
3) We propose a one-direction writing scheme and corresponding circuit to overcome the asymmetry of writing
RRAM. Besides, a smart refresh strategy is proposed
to prevent resistance saturation when tuning RRAM.
Energy efficiency of TIME is enhanced 2x at most and
the speed of TIME is boosted 1.3x at most compared
with the RRAM-based method in [18].
4) We propose a variability-free tuning scheme to reduce
the frequency of writing and reading RRAM. The results
show the variability-free tuning scheme can improve the
energy efficiency 2.29x at most and boost speed 1.26x

at most compared with [19]. The energy efficiency can
be improved by two orders of magnitude compared with
the ASIC solution [1] if the energy of tuning RRAM can
be reduced.
5) A specific mapping method is proposed to boost energy
efficiency in the training of DRL by avoiding the copy
operation. TIME improves the energy efficiency by
126x compared with the GPU and the specific mapping
method promotes 1.2x energy efficiency compared with
direct mapping method.
II. P RELIMINARY
A. RRAM Device Basics
An RRAM device is a passive two-port element with
variable resistance states [22]. The RRAM crossbar consists of
many RRAM devices [22]. The relationship between the input
voltage vector V and the output current I can be represented
as the Eq. (1) [22] and it is shown in Fig. 1 (c). The RRAM
crossbar can achieve the matrix-vector products, which occupy
a major portion in the computation of NN.
iout,k =

N
X

gk,j vin,j

(1)

j=1

where vin,j is the j-th element of input voltage V , gk,j is
the conductance of RRAM device of the crossbar in the kth column and the j-th row and iout,k is the k-th element
of output current I. Two RRAM crossbars are required to
represent a matrix with both positive and negative weights
[23] because gk,j can only be positive.
Theoretically, the resistance of an RRAM device can be
tuned into an arbitrary state by changing the tunneling gap to
a specific length [24]. Recent work has proved RRAM device
in crossbar can represent 5-bit data [25].
Depending on the high density of crossbar, RRAM has
been considered as the next generation of main memory and
replaces the DRAM [26]. The read latency of RRAM is
close to DRAM, and the write latency is less than 10% by
optimization compared with DRAM [26].
B. Non-ideal Factors In Tuning RRAM
Tuning RRAM is costly because of the non-ideal factors of
RRAM.
Complex transformation between tuning voltage and the
change of conductance is shown in Fig. 1 (d) and Eq. (2)(3)(4).
Vw = sinh−1 (∆g/v) ∗ V0

(2)

v = −v0 ∗ (exp(−Ea /kT )

(3)

V0 = kT /(γ ∗ a0 /L ∗ q)

(4)

where ∆g is the change of the resistance of RRAM and Vw
is the voltage pulse value. Ea is activation energy (0.6 eV),
a0 is atom spacing (0.25 nm), L is oxide thickness (12 nm),
q is electron charge, k is Boltzmann constant, and v0 is fitting
parameter (10 nm/ns), γ is the local field acceleration parameter [27]. For obtaining tuning voltage, Complex functions,
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Fig. 1: (a) The training flow of neural network; (b) The basic operation of supervised learning; The basic operation of deep
reinforcement learning; M-V product is the matrix-vector product; (c) The RRAM based implementation of M-V product and
weight update; (d) Challenges of tuning RRAM: (1) Complex transformation function [20] (2) Asymmetry of SET and RESET
[21] (3) Resistance saturation [18] (4) Variability of tuning RRAM [21]

Eq. (2)(3)(4), need to be computed according to [27]. The
process unit can be used to obtain the result but there exists
a huge data transfer because of huge number of parameters.
Otherwise, specific circuit can also be adopted to compute the
function, but it leads to huge area overhead because of the
complexity of the functions.
Asymmetry of SET and RESET is shown in Fig. 1 (d).
Tuning RRAM includes two ways: SET and RESET. SET
operation tunes the resistance of RRAM from high resistance
state (HRS) to low resistance state (LRS). RESET operation is
the reverse operation. According to [28], SET operation leads
the resistance of RRAM to change abruptly while the RESET
operation can gradually tune it.
Resistance saturation is that the resistance of RRAM might
arrive at the boundary so that it can not be changed anymore
[18], as shown in Fig. 1 (d). It causes that the parameter value
of NN is limited into a range so that damage the performance
of NN.
Variability of tuning RRAM is shown in Fig. 1 (d).
According to Fig. 1 (d), both SET operation and RESET
operation exist variability [20]. Thus, tuning RRAM into a
target resistance value depends on iterative RESET operations
and SET operations [19] but this method obviously increases
the cost of tuning RRAM.
Endurance also can be a challenge in training NN because
it needs a large number of operations of updating weights.
Thus, RRAM needs to be tuned many times. However, the
endurance of RRAM, 1012 cycles according to [29] [30], is
less than DRAM and SRAM, 1016 cycles according to [31],
and it might become a challenge of training NN on RRAM.

Mismatch footprint between RRAM array and its CMOS
periphery circuit might lead to inaccurate input voltage because the area of RRAM device is too small while CMOS
periphery circuits are too large. Mismatch footprint might
decreases the performance of NN.

C. Supervised Learning
The training of SL is shown in Fig. 1 (a) and it contains 3
phases: inference, BP, and update [32].
Inference of SL Fig. 1 (b) shows that the inference [33]
includes three operations: matrix-matrix multiplication, which
can be composed of many matrix vector products, nonlinear
function, which are represented as Eq. (5), and max pooling,
which is represented in Eq. (6),
y = f (W ∗ x + b)

(5)

where x and y are the input and the output of the NN,
respectively. W is the weight matrix of NN and b is the bias
vector [19].
x = max(x1 , x2 , ..., xn )

(6)

where x1 , x2 , ..., xn are the inputs of max pooling function
and x is the output of max pooling function. the number of
input n is usually four.
Backpropagation of SL Fig. 1 (b) shows the basic operation of BP and it includes three basic operations: matrixmatrix multiplication, which can be composed of many matrix
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Fig. 2: The process of reinforcement learning. It can be represented as many Markov Decision Process cell st , at , st+1 , rt .
vector product, multiplication, and subtraction [33]. Thus, the
BP process is expressed in sequence as Eq. (7), (8), (9),
∆y (l) = y (l) − y ∗(l)

(7)

δ (l) = ∆y (l) . ∗ y 0(l)

(8)

∆y (l−1) = W T (l) ∗ δ (l)

(9)

where y (l) , y ∗(l) , W (l) represent the output of NN, the target
output, the weight matrix of the lth layer, respectively. ∆y (l)
is the diff between the target output y ∗(l) and the output y (l)
in the lth layer. y 0(l) is the derivative of y (l) . δ (l) is the error
of BP. Eq. (7) is performed in the final layer. Then, Eq. (8)
and Eq. (9) are implemented in sequence iteratively.
Update of SL The update includes three operations [33]:
read weight, change weight and matrix matrix multiplication,
which can be composed of many matrix-vector products. The
matrix-matrix multiplication is expressed as Eq. (10),
∆W T (l) = (x(l) ∗ δ T (l) ) ∗ α

Count > 64 ?

Write resistance of one crossbar
into another crossbar

Fig. 3: The training process of deep reinforcement learning.
The copy operation is implemented as writing resistance of the
crossbar of A network into that of the crossbar of B network.

Fig. 1 (b) shows that DRL also consists of three phases:
inference, BP and update. The basic operations of these phases
are the same as those of SL except the copy operation in update
phase [2].
Inference of DRL
Fig. 1 (b) shows five basic operations in the inference:matrix
matrix multiplication, which can be composed of many matrixvector products, nonlinear function, max function, write, and
read. According to [34], there exist two networks in DRL and
we can call them A network and B network as shown in Fig.
3. In the inference of DRL, both A network and B network
need to operate inference which is the same as the inference
in SL. s and s0 are the input of A and B, respectively. And a
is the action we decide to make. Q and Q0 are the output of
A and B, respectively.
Backpropagation of DRL Depending on the output of
A network and the output of B network, we can operate
backpropagation according to the cost function in Eq. (11)

(10)

where ∆W T (l) is the gradient of weight matrix in the lth
layer and x(l) is the input of the lth layer. α is the learning
rate and it is a hyper-parameter we determine before training
NN. After Eq. (8) is computed, we can compute Eq. (10) and
use ∆W T (l) to change the weight of NN.
D. Deep Reinforcement Learning
The basic process of reinforcement learning is shown in
Fig. 2 and it can be regarded as a Markov Decision Process
[2]. At the timestep t, the environment sends its state st to
the agent. The agent adopts an action at and it changes the
state of the environment from st to st+1 . Besides, this change
produces a reward signal rt . The agent goal is to maximize
the sum of reward, and this goal directs the agent to choose
an action. Thus, the process of reinforcement learning is a
Markov Decision Process as shown in Fig. 2 [34]. When we
adopt CNN as the agent, the input of CNN is the state of the
environment, such as an image of the environment. The jth
output of CNN Q(s, aj ) is the predicted value of the sum of
reward when we adopt the action aj in the current state s from
now to the future. The action with maximum output is always
adopted to change environment [34].

∆y = r + γmaxa0 Q0 (s0 , a0 ; WB ) − Q(s, a; WA )

(11)

where WA and WB are the weights of A network and B
network, with ∆y given by Eq. (7), and γ is a fixed parameter
we set.
Update of DRL The weight update phase is the same as
that in SL except for the copy operation. Fig. 3 shows the
copy operation in the update of DRL after operating BP in
A network 64 times, which is an experienced value to obtain
the best performance according to [2]. The copy operation is
to copy the weights of A network into those of B network,
which is expressed as WB := WA .
III. TIME A RCHITECTURE
TIME, proposed for Training In MEmory, can support not
only the inference but also the BP and the weight update in the
training process. Besides, TIME can support the training of SL
and DRL. TIME consists of three subarrays: full function (FF)
subarray, buffer subarray, and memory (Mem) subarray. FF
subarrays have both data storage and computation capabilities,
which including the inference, BP, and weight update. The
Mem subarrays only store data. The buffer subarrays are the
Mems that have the minimum distance to the FF subarray,
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which can make use of the high bandwidth to store the
intermediate data.
A. Design of Peripheral Circuit
To enable training NN in the FF subarray, as Fig. 4 shows,
we add the preprocess and the final output diff into FF subarray
and we modify the wordline decoder and driver (WDD),
column multiplexers (Col MUX), sense amplifiers (SA), and
controllers.
WDD Fig. 4 (a) shows that WDD is for preparing the input
data of NN and providing the voltage of writing and reading
RRAM. WDD needs to support data from the wordline (WL)
of RRAM crossbar or the bitline (BL) of RRAM crossbar in
order to reuse it in inference and BP. Thus, for isolating the BP
and the inference, two transmission gates (TG) are connected
with the wordline and the bitline, respectively. By this lowcost design, the inference and the BP reuse the same WDD.
Other parts of WDD are the same as PRIME. The multi-level
voltage sources are used to produce the multi-level voltages.
The switching circuit (SW) is to make sure all the input data
can be fed into the WL of RRAM crossbar simultaneously.
Besides, the amplifier is for driving the WL and the write
driver is for modifying the resistance value of RRAM device.
Col MUX is shown in Fig. 4 (b). Similar to the WDD,
for reusing Col MUX, two transmission gates are added to
the input of Col MUX to isolate the inference and BP of
NN. Other parts are the same as PRIME. Sigmoid is used to
realize the sigmoid function of NN and subtraction between
two crossbars is to calculate the matrix-vector product because
we use a pair of crossbar to represent positive weights and
negative weights. With the MUX, we can choose the output
among sigmoid, subtraction, and the RRAM crossbar, which
outputs the resistance value of RRAM.
SA is short for the sense amplifier. SA implements the
analog-digital conversion, precision control, ReLU function,

max function and the selection of crossbar in weight update
as shown in Fig. 4 (g). Both Eq. (11) of DRL and Eq. (6) of
SL implement the max function. The pooling in SL, which is
calculated in Eq. (6), usually finds the maximum value of four
values but the DRL usually finds it in more than four values,
such as 18 values in [2]. Therefore, we add more registers
and a corresponding MUX to switch the max functions in the
pooling and max function in DRL. This change only appears in
one SA because the max function of DRL is only computed in
the final layer of NN. The updated weight of SA is designed
for choosing which crossbar needs to be updated according
to the sign of the gradient of weight ∆W . The details of
this circuit are discussed in Section 4. The sensing circuit is
for realizing the analog-digital conversion and the precision
control is for overcoming the difficulty of precision. These
two parts are the same as PRIME [8].
Final Output Diff Fig. 4 (d) shows the design of the final
output diff and it is used for computing subtractions of Eq. (7)
and Eq. (11). Therefore, a subtractor is used for the computing
the final diff between the target output and the output of NN.
Besides, there exists an adder to calculate the addition between
Q0 and r in Eq. (11) of DRL, which is for producing the target
output in DRL. What we should note is that the final output
diff only exists once so it causes very low cost of energy and
area. Compared with PRIME, the final output diff is a new
circuit.
Preprocess As Fig. 4 (c) shows, the preprocess is used
to compute the derivative in Eq. (8). According to Eq. (8)
and Eq. (10), the ∆W depends on δ, which is the result of
the multiplication between y 0 and ∆y . For generating y 0 of
sigmoid and ReLU, the preprocess is designed. According to
[33], the comparator (Comp) can calculate the derivative of the
ReLU function. As for sigmoid function [33], the subtractor
and multiplier can calculate the derivative of the sigmoid
function. Besides, we reuse the multiplier in Fig. 4 (c) to
implement the multiplication of ∆y and y 0 . Preprocess is a
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new circuit compared with PRIME.
Controller can be seen in Fig. 4 (f). It is mainly used to
provide the control signals of FF subarray. The key function
of the controller is to configure the FF subarrays among
different modes. Compared with PRIME of two modes, which
are memory and inference, the controller in TIME adds three
modes: BP, update, DRL.
Connection As Fig. 4 (e) shows, private connection between FF subarrays and the buffer subarrays, the intermediate
data produced by FF subarrays can be stored in buffer subarrays with a high bandwidth and low cost of data movements.
B. Training Implementation of SL
1) Inference: Fig. 5 (a) shows the first layer of NN. At first,
the blue line and arrow represent that training data (x∗ , y ∗ ) is
fed into the Mem subarrays of TIME. Then, (x∗ , y ∗ ) is sent
from Mem subarrays into the buffer subarrays. Next, the input
x∗ of the first layer is transferred into the FF subarrays through
buffer subarrays. Then, x∗ is sent into crossbar to implement
the matrix-vector product in Eq. (5). At the same time, as
the pink line shows, x∗ is written into another crossbar ahead
of implementing the operations in Eq. (10). Other layers are
in similar condition. The input is sent into two crossbars for
implementing inference of NN and it is stored into another
FF subarrays at the same time. These two parallel operations
can accelerate the training. Then, the results of two crossbars
implement subtraction and nonlinear function in SA.
As the brown line in Fig. 5 (a) shows, the data are divided
into two parts after Eq. (5). One part is sent into crossbars of
the next layer of NN to continue the inference of NN, while
the other part is fed into preprocess to compute y 0 in Eq. (8)
before the results come out. These data flows also increase the
speed of training.
2) Backpropagation: Fig. 5 (b) shows the final layer of
NN. At first, the final output diff calculates the subtraction in
Eq. (7). Then, the result ∆y is sent into the preprocess part to
perform the multiplication in Eq. (8) as the yellow line shows.
After that, the results are sent to two places at the same time.
One is sent to the crossbars that store weights of this layer to
calculate Eq. (9) as the green line shows, and the other is to the
crossbars that stores the input of layer for calculating Eq. (10)
of the weight update as the emerald green line shows. Thus,
we parallel the BP and the weight update of NN to boost the
speed.
3) Update: Fig. 5 (c) shows the weight update of training.
After realizing the operation of pink line in Fig. 5 (a) and the
operation of emerald green line in Fig. 5 (b), the Eq. (10) can
be implemented as shown in the emerald green line in Fig.
5 (c). Then, the result is transferred into the corresponding
crossbar to tune the RRAM.
4) Parallel in Training Process: There exist two parallel
operations in training process.
Parallel In Inference : The time of inference can be composed of matrix-vector multiplication on RRAM array, called
mv
as Tinf
, and storing the results of matrix-vector multiplication
s
mv
on RRAM for computing Eq. (10), called as Tinf
. Tinf
is proportional to the batch size of the network, which is

smaller than 256. The batch size is 256 at most and TIME
can operate one batch in each cycle. Thus, 256 cycles are
always enough to operate matrix-vector multiplication of a
s
single layer in inference. Tinf
is proportional to the size of
x in Eq. (10). We store data of different batches in different
rows. Besides, the length of the data is always larger than
103 . Thus, Storing data on RRAM always consumes more
cycles compared with operate matrix-vector product. These
s
two operations can be paralleled and Tinf
is always larger
mv
than Tinf . Thus, the time of the inference can be represented
mv
s
s
.
as max(Tinf
, Tinf
) = Tinf
Parallel Between BP and Weight Update : The time of
backpropagation mainly comes from the matrix-vector multimv
plication on RRAM array in each layer, called as TBP
. The
time of weight update includes matrix-vector multiplication
mv
on RRAM array in each layer, called as Tup
and the time of
c
changing weights on RRAM, called as Tup
. Thus, the time of
mv
c
weight update is Tup
+ Tup
. The backpropagation of the jth
layer of the neural network can be paralleled with the weight
mv
update of the j +1th and the subsequent layers. Same as Tinf
,
mv
TBP is proportional to the batch size of the network, which is
c
256 at most. Tup
is proportional to the length of δ in Eq. (10)
c
is alof every batch and is always larger than 103 . Thus, Tup
mv
ways larger than TBP . Therefore, the time of backpropagation
mv
c
mv
mv
c
.
+ Tup
) = Tup
, TBP
+ Tup
and weight update is max(Tup
IV. N ON - IDEAL FACTORS O PTIMIZATION
In this section, we focus on the non-ideal factors of RRAM
when training NN as shown in Fig. 1 (d). To tune the RRAM
cells in training phase, we need to obtain the tuning voltage
pulse according to the change of conductance of RRAM.
There exists the first challenge caused by the complex function
between the tuning voltage pulse value and the change of
resistance [20]. Then, we use this tuning voltage pulse to
change the resistance of RRAM and we face the challenge
of asymmetry between SET operation and RESET operation
[23]. It causes the SET operation to be risky in tuning RRAM.
Besides, we face the resistance saturation [18] when training
NN on RRAM, which means the resistance of RRAM has
been tuned to the boundary and cannot be further increased
or decreased. Next, there exists a variability [20] of resistance
after launching voltage pulse into the RRAM and it changes
the resistance to be a wrong value. Finally, we have a discussion about the endurance of RRAM for NN and footprint
mismatch between RRAM and CMOS peripheral circuit.
A. Lookup Table Policy
According to [20] and Eq. (2)(3)(4), the transformation
functions between voltage pulse value and the change of
conductance are very complex. Thus, we obtain the tuning
voltage pulse depending on processing unit or specific circuit
as shown in Fig. 1. However, these two methods have their
disadvantages. When a processing unit is adopted for the result
of tuning voltage, a large number of parameters in TABLE I
are transferred between the memory and the processing unit,
and the energy consumption caused by data transfer is huge
[9]. Besides, using a processing unit in training NN means
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Fig. 5: (a) Inference of NN. The blue line represents the flow of training data, the brown line represents the matrix-vector
multiplication on RRAM and the pink line represents storing the input of every layer of NN; (b) Backpropagation of NN. The
yellow line represents the data flow from the final output diff and buffer subarray to preprocess, the green line represents the
backward matrix-vector multiplication and the emerald green line represents preparing for the update; (c) Weight update of
NN. The deep green line represents the update calculation and tuning the resistance value of RRAM.
 
64
= 2016. When
so the number of voltage pulse level is
2
Complex circuit or
the crossbar size is N × N , an RRAM crossbar can store N 2
Δgi
VΔG i
Processing unit
voltage pulses of different levels. N is usually larger than 64
so the capacity of the RRAM crossbar is enough for storing
all different voltage pulse levels. Thus, depending on storing
1
2
M
voltage pulse levels in FF subarrays, lookup table policy not
Δgi
only avoids the data transfer between processing unit caused
by obtaining the voltage pulse, but also makes full use of the
Δ
V
N
ΔV1 ΔV2
circuit design in FF subarrays.

VΔG i
Fig. 6: Lookup table policy on RRAM. RRAM cells store the
tuning voltage value to avoid computing complex transformation functions
TIME cannot deal with training only by itself. If we use the
specific circuit, the number of specific circuit must be small.
Otherwise, the area overhead of TIME is very large because
of the complex design of specific circuit [20].
To reduce the cost of data transfer of computing the complex
function in Fig. 1 (d), we propose a lookup table policy
to obtain the tuning voltage by using RRAM crossbar in
FF subarrays. Depending on the advantage of multi-level of
RRAM in FF subarrays, we can store the result of tuning
voltage pulse on RRAM of FF subarrays. The method is
shown in the Fig. 6. The RRAM crossbars in FF subarrays
are used to store the value of voltage pulse. If the precision
of RRAM is P -bit, the number of conductance level of
P
RRAM

 is 2 , so the number of voltage pulse levels is up to
2P
= 2P × (2P − 1)/2. We can store all different voltage
2
pulse values on RRAM crossbar only if the number of cells
of RRAM crossbar is larger than 2P × (2P − 1)/2 as shown in
Fig. 6. For example, the precision of RRAM is usually 6-bit,

B. One-Direction Writing Scheme
According to [20], there exists asymmetry between RESET
operation and SET operation, as shown in Fig. 1 (d). The SET
operation is abrupt while the RESET process is gradual, so it
is risky to SET the RRAM, which makes the weight cannot
be updated accurately. A weight of NN is expressed by two
conductances in RRAM [23], as shown in Eq. (12).
Io = (G+ − G− ) ∗ Vi
+

(12)

−

where G and G is the conductance of positive crossbar and
negative crossbar, respectively. Vi is the input of two crossbars
and Io is the output of them. Thus, we use Eq. (13) to avoid
the SET operation in writing RRAM. We can only RESET the
positive RRAM when reducing the weight and only RESET
the negative RRAM when increasing the weight. This method
can prevent the risk from the SET operation.


if ∆W < 0, Only reset pos crossbar
elseif ∆W > 0, Only reset neg crossbar


else Continue
(13)
Besides, we propose a hardware design of the scheme,
which is called updated weight circuit as shown in Fig. 4 (g),
so that we only RESET the resistance and avoid SET operation
in the computation of NN. According to the most significant
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Algorithm 1: Smart refresh strategy
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Fig. 7: Accuracy of NN in different refreshing interval, the
x-axis is the refreshing interval and y-axis is the accuracy.
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bit (MSB) of ∆W , the crossbar needs to be tuned which is
chosen.

14
15
16
17

Input: Current resistance of RRAM Rcurrent , positive crossbar
resistance Rpos , negative crossbar resistance Rneg , range of
resistance [Ra , Rb ]
Output: Rcurrent
if ∆W < 0 then
if Rneg + ∆R > Ra then
Record Rcurrent = Rpos − Rneg
Lower Rneg , Rpos with same value
Keep the Rpos − Rneg = Rcurrent
end
Rneg = Rneg + ∆R
end
else if ∆W > 0 then
if Rpos + ∆R > Ra then
Record Rcurrent = Rpos − Rneg
Lower Rneg , Rpos with same value
Keep the Rpos − Rneg = Rcurrent
end
Rpos = Rpos + ∆R
end
return Rpos , Rneg

C. Smart Refresh Strategy
Only operating RESET operation means that the value of
RRAM cell is easier to reach its boundary, which is called
resistance saturation [18] as shown in Fig. 1 (d). According
to [18], the accuracy is obviously damaged by resistance
saturation if we do not deal with it. [18] adopts a refreshing
strategy at a fixed frequency to reduce the effect of resistance
saturation.We use this method to train NN on MNIST dataset
with a model, whose size is 784 − 1000 − 100 − 10, and the
result is shown in Fig. 7. According to Fig. 7, the accuracy
is guaranteed only by refreshing RRAM every time after
updating weight of NN. However, tuning resistance value is
energy-consuming and time-consuming so the large number
of parameters of NN enlarges the consumption.
In order to reduce the cost of writing RRAM caused by
resistance saturation, we propose a smart refresh strategy, as
shown in Algorithm 1. We do not adjust the resistance every
time while just tuning RRAM once the resistance reaches the
boundary. Before tuning RRAM based on the training NN
algorithm, we read the current resistance of RRAM at first.
Then, we decide whether the current resistance can arrive at
the target resistance because of the limitation of the boundary.
If RRAM can be tuned to the target resistance, we do not
adjust it. Otherwise, we refresh the RRAM. By using the
smart refresh strategy, we can cancel some unavoidable writing
operations because the method in [18] reads and writes the
resistance in every training iteration.
D. Variability-free Tuning Scheme
There exists variability when tuning RRAM as shown in
Fig. 1 (d) and the variation model of tuning RRAM in [20] is
expressed in Eq. (14).
∆Rreal ∼ N (∆Raccurate , 0.09R)

(14)

where ∆Rreal is the actual change of resistance when we
tune RRAM, ∆Raccurate is the resistance value compared
with the target resistance, and the R is the current resistance
value. The existing method to overcome the variability of
writing is to RESET, read, and initialize the RRAM iteratively

[19]. But this method consumes large energy because the
initialization leads to writing and reading RRAM, which is
operated by analog-to-digital converter (AD) and digital-toanalog converter (DA). In the method of [19], we must change
the resistance into the original value once the resistance is
larger than the maximum value of the target range. When we
change RRAM according to the mean value in Eq. (14), it is
easy to be larger than the target range because of the variance.
Then, we need to tune the RRAM to be the original resistance
and restart the process above. The initialization means the
previous RESET operation and the energy of this RESET
operation is wasted. For reducing the number of unavoidable
initialization, we propose a variability-free tuning scheme in
Algorithm 2 to reduce the energy of tuning RRAM. The
method depends on not only the ideal distance, which is the
mean value in Eq. (14), but also the variance in Eq. (14).
The voltage pulse is still produced by the Eq. (14) while the
resistance is based on ∆R − 0.09R × 3. According to 3σ
principle in [35], the probability that the resistance is larger
than target range is 0.26% and it means that the initialization
can almost be avoided.
Besides, NN has shown the power to resist noises. Some
references [36] [37] show that the noises can improve the
performance of NN. Thus, we attempt to make use of this
ability to train NN based on the random model of Eq. (14).
However, NN cannot converge in the recognition task even in
a small dataset, such as MNIST [38]. The reason might be the
random model of RRAM is not same as the noise model in
[36] [37]. Thus, we propose the variability-free tuning method
to update weight accurately.
E. Discussion
1) Endurance: According to [29] [30], the endurance of
RRAM is 1012 at most while the endurance of DRAM and
the endurance of SRAM is up to 1016 [31]. We list the number
of training iteration of popular models of NN in TABLE I and
the task of the model is ImageNet recognition. According to
TABLE I, a training model in 128 batch size needs 106 training
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Algorithm 2: Varialibity-free tuning scheme

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Input: Current resistance of RRAM Rcurrent , target resistance range
Rtarget , target resistance range , change of resistance δR
Output: Rcurrent
while  > abs(Rcurrent − Rtarget ) do
∆Rreal ∼ N (∆Raccurate , 0.09R)
Produce the ∆Rreal according to N (∆Raccurate − 3σ, 0.09R)
Obtain Vpulse by lookup table based on RRAM
Use Vpulse to change the resistance of RRAM
obtain the Rcurrent
∆Raccurate = Raccurate − Rtarget
end
return Rcurrent

iterations at most, so the endurance of RRAM is enough
for training NNs. Besides, the number of training iterations
decreases as the batch size increases and the larger batch size
means a lower number of writing RRAM. A threshold-training
method in [39] is proposed to extend the endurance of RRAM
in training NN. Thus, the endurance of RRAM does not affect
training NN on RRAM.
2) Footprint Mismatch Between RRAM And CMOS Periphery: The mismatch of footprint between RRAM array and
its CMOS periphery circuit might lead to inaccurate input
voltage, which decreases the performance of the system. For
this problem, our system can adopt the fault-tolerant method
in [40] [39] to reduce the negative effects. Besides, NN
has shown the power in resisting noises [24]. We can make
use of this ability to reduce the cost caused by mismatch
problem. Finally, the fabrication of RRAM can be improved
in the future. Depending on the methods above, the mismatch
problem can be relieved.
V. DRL O N TIME
As Fig. 3 (b) shows, there is a copy operation in DRL, which
copies the weights of A network into that of B network. The
copy operation in the hardware is writing the resistance of the
crossbar of A network into that of the crossbar of B network.
However, tuning RRAM is costly because of the non-ideal
factors and the large number of parameters in DRL so that
the copy operation in DRL consumes huge energy and time.
Thus, the specific mapping method, as shown in Fig. 8, is
proposed to avoid the writing operation in hardware caused
by the copy operation. According to Fig. 3 (b), B network
is used to produce Q0 , which is used to calculate the ∆y in
Eq. (11), and its weights are the same as the weights of A
network of µ iterations before. In other words, the weights
of B network are derived from A network and we use the
output Q0 and r from the same data set to train A network.
It means that we only need Q0 and r for training network
and do not need to store the weights. Thus, by adjusting the
order of operation, we can use one network of RRAM crossbar
to implement the two networks of DRL as shown in Fig.
8. We operate the inference 64 times in advance and store
these 64 Q0 results. Then, depending on these results, we can
implement inference and backpropagation according to Eq. (7)
64 times. Next, weight update phase can be operated without
implementing copy operation 64 times. Then, we repeat this
process without the writing operation in hardware. Thus, with

……

……
Inference
Store Q(s,a:wA)
Count =+1

A inference Q(s,a:wA)
B inference Q(s`,a:wB)
Count =+ 1

Count > 64?

A backpropagation
and update

Y

inference Q(s`,a:wB)
backpropagation
update
Count - = 1

Count > 64 ?
Copy
Count = 1

N

Y

Count > 64?

N

Fig. 8: By adjusting the order of operation of DRL, specific
mapping method of DRL can cancel the tuning of RRAM
caused by copy of update.
TABLE II: Benchmark
Name
MLP-1
MLP-2
MLP-3
CNN-1
CNN-2

The structure of network
784-500-250-10
784-1000-500-250-10
784-1500-1000-500-10
conv5x5-pool2-720-70-10
conv7x10-pool2-1210-120-10
conv11x96-pool3-conv5x256-pool3conv3x384-conv3x384-conv3x256pool3-9216-4096-4096-1000
conv8x16-conv4x32-2592-256-18

DoReFa Net
DRL net

the specific mapping method, we cancel the tuning operation
caused by the copy operation of DRL. Besides, the scale of
the network in hardware is reduced to its half with this specific
mapping method and the area of TIME benefits from it.
VI. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this section, we evaluate our TIME design. We first
describe the experiment setup, and then present the speed and
energy results and estimate the area overhead.
A. Experiment Setup
The benchmarks we use comprise seven NN designs for
deep learning applications, as listed in Table II. CNN-1 and
CNN-2 are two CNNs, and MLP-1/2/3 are three multilayer
perceptrons (MLPs) with different network scales: small,
medium, and large. Those five NNs are evaluated on the widely
used MNIST database of handwritten digits [38]. The sixth
NN, DoReFa net [41], is a well known low bits neural network
for ImageNet ILSVRC [42]. It is an extremely large CNN,
containing 16 weight layers and 6×107 synapses. In DRL, we
adopt DRL net [2] as the benchmark.
TIME contains 64 banks in one chip and there are two
FF subarrays and one buffer subarray per bank (totally 64
subarrays). In FF subarray, each mat includes one crossbar of
512×512 RRAM cells and eight 6-bit SAs. For the RRAM
cell, according to the study we know, the weight of NN is
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C. SL Result
1) Smart refresh strategy: For illustrating the advantage
of smart refresh strategy, the method in [18] is selected as
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Fig. 9: (a) Energy efficiency of lookup table policy. The
vertical axis represents the GOP/J and the horizontal axis
represents different neural networks; (b) Speed of lookup
table policy. The vertical axis represents the GOP/s and the
horizontal axis represents different neural networks.
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B. Non-ideal Factors Optimization
For administrating the advantage of our method, we compare the TIME using the non-ideal factors optimization and
TIME not using it.
1) Lookup table policy: For illustrating the effects of
lookup table policy, we use NVIDIA TITAN X as a counterpart of lookup table policy to compute the complex function in [20]. Fig. 9 shows the comparison in different NNs
between TIME using lookup table policy and TIME using
GPU, NVIDIA TITAN X, and the batch size of each NN is
32. According to Fig. 9 (a), the energy efficiency of TIME
with lookup table policy is 2.79x on average, 3.79x at most,
1.73x at least better than TIME with GPU. Besides, Fig. 9
(b) shows that the speed of TIME with lookup table policy
is 0.27x on average, 0.07x at least, 0.49x at most compared
with TIME with GPU. Thus, there exists a tradeoff between
energy efficiency and speed when using lookup table policy.
2) Variability-free method: In order to administrate the
effects of the variability-free method, we compare the performance between TIME with the method in [19] and TIME with
the variability-free method. Fig. 10 shows the performance
results in different NNs and batch size of NNs is 32. The
energy efficiency results are shown in Fig. 10 (a) and the
results show that the energy efficiency is improved 2.28x on
average, 2.29x at most compared with the method in [19].
Besides, according to Fig. 10 (b), the speed of TIME with the
variability-free method can be boosted 1.68x at most, 1.26x
on average compared with that of TIME with method in [19].
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floating points in BP. Thus, we set RRAM cell 5-bit during
the inference and assume RRAM cell ideally consistent during
BP for computation. We write RRAM row-by-row according
to methodology in [43]. The RRAM cell is 1-bit in memory
mode.
The counterparts of TIME are GPU and DaDianNao. The
NVIDIA TITAN X is adopted as the GPU counterpart and
the data of DaDianNao is based on [1]. We measure the
result of K20 and we evaluate the performance of DaDianNao
according to the improvement compared with NVIDIA GPU
K20 in [1]. The simulation library is 65nm CMOS library. The
detailed parameters are based on previous designs and models,
such as write driver [44], the sigmoid and SA [45], RRAM
model is in [20]. Other settings, such as basic peripheral
circuit parameters, etc, are based on PRIME. We use Hsimulation program with integrated circuit emphasis (HSPICE)
to simulate these circuits performance.
We model the above TIME designs according to 65nm
TSMC CMOS library. We also model RRAM main memory
and our TIME system with modified NVSim [46], CACTI3DD [47], and CACTI-IO [48]. We adopt Pt/TiO2-x/Pt devices
[49] with Ron/Roff = 1k/20k and SET/RESET voltage is based
on [50]. The FF subarray is modeled by heavily modified
NVSim, according to the peripheral circuit modifications.
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Fig. 10: (a) Energy efficiency of variability-free method. The
vertical axis represents the GOP/J and the horizontal axis
represents different neural networks; (b) Speed of variabilityfree method. The vertical axis represents the GOP/s and the
horizontal axis represents different neural networks.
a counterpart. Fig. 11 shows the energy efficiency comparison
between TIME with the smart refresh strategy and TIME with
the method in [18]. The results in Fig. 11 are in different
NNs and batch size of NNs is 32. According to Fig. 11 (a),
the energy efficiency with smart refresh strategy is 1.88x on
average, 2x at most, 1.3x at least compared with TIME with
the method in [18]. For the speed, TIME with smart refresh
strategy is 1.1x on average, 1.3x at most compared with TIME
using the method in [18].
2) Energy Result: Fig. 12 (a) shows the detailed energy
efficiency results of DaDianNao, TIME with the optimization
and TIME without optimization in different NNs. Besides,
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2) Speed Result: Fig. 13 (b) shows the detailed speed
results of GPU, TIME with the specific mapping method and
TIME without the specific mapping method with different
batch sizes. The GOP/s of TIME increases at most 35x and
at least 7.5x compared with GPU in DRL net.
Besides, TIME without the copy and TIME with the copy
are compared. The results in Fig. 13 (b) show that the speed of
the former is about 1.2x to 1.4x faster than the latter, while the
energy efficiency of the former is about 1.2x lower than the
latter. Thus, there exists a trade-off between energy efficiency
and speed when we realize DRL in TIME.
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Fig. 11: (a) Energy efficiency of smart refresh strategy. The
vertical axis represents the GOP/J and the horizontal axis
represents the batch size; (b) Speed of smart refresh strategy.
The vertical axis represents the GOP/s and the horizontal axis
represents the batch size.
the experiments are under different batch size, 32, 64, 128
and 256. In CNN, the results show that the energy efficiency
of TIME with optimization increases by 2.5x at least, 67x
at most and 19.6x on average compared with DaDianNao.
In MLP, the energy efficiency of TIME with optimization
increases by 2.3x at least, 10.3x at most and 6.74x on average
compared with DaDianNao. The comparison between TIME
with optimization and TIME without optimization shows that
the energy efficiency is boosted 3.1x on average. These results
show that the proposed optimization is necessary to reduce the
cost of tuning RRAM.
3) Speed Result: Fig. 12 (b) shows the detailed speed
results of DaDianNao, TIME with the non-ideal optimization
and TIME without the non-ideal optimization with different
batch sizes. The speed of TIME with the non-ideal optimization increases at most 1.92x and on average 1.3x compared
with DaDianNao in CNN. For MLP, the speed of DaDianNao
is faster than TIME, such as MLP3, but it is slower than TIME
in CNN. And in the large scale NN, DoReFa net, TIME is 1.5x
faster than DaDianNao.
According to Fig. 12 (b), the speed of TIME with the nonideal optimization is almost the same as TIME without the
non-ideal optimization. Thus, the non-ideal optimization does
not accelerate training NN in TIME.
D. DRL Result
1) Energy Result: Fig. 13 (a) shows the detailed energy
efficiency results of GPU, TIME with the specific mapping
method and TIME without the specific mapping method in
DRL net under different batch sizes. The results show that the
energy efficiency of TIME is at least 114x, at most 156x, and
on average 126x compared with GPU. TIME with the specific
mapping method can boost 1.2x energy efficiency on average
compared with TIME without the specific mapping method.

1) Energy Distribution: Fig. 14 shows the energy distribution in TIME. The tuning energy dominates 87% of the
total energy in training MLP and 97% in training CNN. Thus,
the tuning energy is dominant because the non-ideal factors
cause too much number of writing and reading RRAM which
need AD/DA operation. The writing model in this paper is
adopted from [50] and the write energy is 60.9 pJ while the
current write energy in [20] can be reduced to about 1 pJ. If
we use 1 pJ as the write energy, TIME will improve the energy
efficiency more than 50x, and boost energy efficiency by two
orders of magnitude higher compared with DaDianNao. Thus,
TIME has potential to improve energy efficiency again once
we decrease the cost of tuning RRAM.
2) Area Overhead: Fig. 15 shows the area overhead of
TIME. Our design only incurs 6.92% area overhead compared
with the whole RRAM memory according to [46]. The area
overhead of SA is the largest part because we add ReLU
function, max and weights update circuit in it. The design
of WDD and COL MUX does not lead to significant increase
in the area overhead. The controller, which increases only 8%
overhead in PRIME, increases 12% overhead in TIME because
TIME can support the training of NN. The final output diff
and preprocess occupy 14%.
For analyzing the effects of SA, speed and area overhead
of TIME in DoReFa Net under different number of SA are
shown in TABLE III. According to TABLE III, increasing the
number of SA in each FF subarray can improve the speed
but it leads to more area consumption. Thus, there exists a
tradeoff between speed and area. Besides, it seems that we can
further increase the number of SA for higher speed of system.
However, it enlarges the mismatch between RRAM and the
periphery circuits so that decreases the accuracy of system.
Thus, we set eight SAs in each FF subarray for balancing the
speed, area and accuracy of system.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an architecture based on RRAM,
TIME, and peripheral circuits design to enable training NN on
RRAM. TIME substantially improves the speed and energy
efficiency for NN applications. Besides, we propose several
methods to reduce the cost caused by the non-ideal factors
of RRAM in weight update phase of training NN. We firstly
propose lookup table policy to reduce the cost of computing
complex functions between tuning voltage and the change
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TABLE III: Tradeoff between speed and area under different
number of SA
Number of SA
4
8
16
24
32

Speed(op/s)
600M
1.1T
1.76T
2.31T
2.64T

Area overhead
4.58%
6.92%
9.26%
11.8%
14.0%

of conductance. Secondly, one-direction writing scheme is
proposed and corresponding circuits are designed for avoiding
the asymmetry and reducing the cost of writing RRAM.
Thirdly, we design a smart refresh strategy to enhance the
performance of TIME and avoid the resistance saturation.
Fourthly, a variability-free writing scheme is proposed for
reducing the energy consumption caused by variability of
RRAM. Finally, we discuss the endurance of RRAM and
the footprint mismatch between RRAM and CMOS peripheral
circuits. We illustrate that the current endurance of RRAM is
suitable for training NN on RRAM. We analyze that footprint
mismatch does not affect the performance of TIME. Besides,
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a specific mapping method is proposed to improve the energy
efficiency of DRL.
In addition, we evaluate the energy distribution of TIME
and find that the energy consumption mainly comes from
tuning RRAM. Once we reduce the cost of tuning RRAM,
the energy efficiency and speed are boosted obviously. TIME
incurs an insignificant area overhead compared with original
RRAM memory chips. The simulation results show that TIME
can achieve a high speedup and significant energy saving for
various NN applications.
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